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Sunstorm
Emotional Fire
Tracks
01. Never Give Up
02. Emotional Fire
03. Lay Down Your Arms
04. You Wouldn't Know Love
05. Wish You Were Here
06. Torn In Half
07. Gina
08. The Higher You Rise
09. Emily
10. Follow Your Heart
11. All I Am

Band:
Joe Lynn Turner - vocals
Chris (Schmidtic) Schmidt - drums
Dennis Ward - Bass, partial guitars and backing vocals
Uwe Reitenauer - guitar
Justin Dakey - keys

Discography:
Sunstorm (2006)
House of Dreams (2009)

Guests:

Info:
Producer: Dennis Ward
Cover art by Nello Dell'Omo
Released 24/2-2012
Reviewed 30/1-2012
Links:
joelynnturner.com
myspace
last-fm
frontiers

I think a guy like Joe Lynn Turner deserves no introduction, his legacy speaks for itself having
been part of the great Rainbow and also Yngwie Malmsteen’s Odyssey, having done guest
appearances for lots of artists and bands during his long career. Of course he has been releasing
music under his own name as well, and also together with well-known producer Dennis Ward
under the moniker of Sunstorm. This is actually the third album by the Sunstorm moniker. On the
two prior the focus was on songs earlier written by Turner for other bands in the 80s and such and
for this latest the focus is on songs on which he has made an appearance, as on the title track which
was written by Michael Bolton for Cher in 1989 where Turner appeared singing background. But
sure, not all is cover songs there are some songs written by the usual suspects of Frontiers artists
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like the guys from Vega and Daniel Palmqvist from Xorigin as well as Sören Kronkvist known
amongst other for work with Issa. As you can see there is a lot of background stuff one can talk
about, the cover art for example is a lovely piece made by the great italian artist Nello Dell’Omo
who has done lots of covers for Frontiers bands. But impatiently you are now asking me to move
along, please write something about the music.
Sure enough, I will.
For all of you who has heard Joe Lynn Turner before I do not think anything will take you by a
massive amount of surprise, his voice is as good as it has ever been and the melodic hardrock
music that he tends to sing on is also there very much recognisable. I heard immediately that it
was a Joe Lynn Turner project already from the first song on this album, he has a way and a style
that is easy to spot. The songs are melodic and catchy fast paced and hard rocking with lots of
energy and focus, the production bears the trademarked style of a Dennis Ward production: very
focused on the melodies and the vocals while still remaining a bit raw and edgy. There are eleven
of those songs on this album and they play for little over 42 minutes, and they do so while
maintaining a similar style throughout the entire album, making it a not overly varied album I
would say.
I think that this album is quite brilliant, the songs are energetic great and melodic and Turner sings
as good as he has ever done. The energy is maintained throughout the entire album and there are
no visible weaknesses and the album is even good seen to the playing time, had I played this
album for something like many other reviewers do which means once or maximum a pair of times
then a five would have been given. But the thing is, this album is slightly falling apart when being
played a little more and there is one reason for this and that is spelled v-a-r-i-a-t-i-o-n. There is no
variation on this album, all songs are shaped more or less the same and when playing this album
more than four times it starts to feel very repetitive. I mean very repetitive to a degree where you
start loosing track of songs and it all just melts into one big pile of sameness and you tire of it very
quickly from there on. Not so that you hate the album but just so that you don’t ever really feel
like playing it.
I like the opening track Never Give Up which is really good as an opener and as all tracks on this
album an energetic catchy piece, then the second track which is the title track is also very good
along with the Bolton song called Gina which is the seventh track. I think that if these tracks would
have been on say the upcoming Rage album, then they would have been great but on this album
they tend to be a bit lessened by the similitude.
So, what am I as an expert saying then? I say that this is a brilliant album as long as you don’t
overplay it, because if you do then you probably won’t ever want to play it again. So as long as
you play it once a fortnight or so.
HHHHHHH
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Label: Frontiers Records
Three similar bands: Whitesnake/Rainbow/Joe Lynn Turner
Rating: HHHHHHH (4/7)
Reviewer: Daniel Källmalm

Previous reviews:
Sonic Station - s/t
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